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• Saver’s Credit 

– Provides a non-refundable tax credit of 10%, 20%, or 50% 
of contributions up to $1,000 to a qualified retirement 
savings account. 

Retirement Savings Contribution Credit: 
“Saver’s Credit” 

Filing Status 

AGI  Married filing jointly Head of household 

Single, Married filing 
separately, or 
Qualifying widow(er) 

 $                    -    50 %  50 % 50 % 
 $    16,750.00  50 % 50 % 50 % 
 $    18,000.00  50 % 50 % 20 % 
 $    25,125.00  50 % 50 % 10 % 
 $    27,000.00  50 % 20 % 10 % 
 $    27,750.00  50 % 10 % 10 % 
 $    33,500.00  50 % 10 % 0 % 
 $    36,000.00  20 % 10 % 0 % 
 $    41,625.00  10 % 10 % 0 % 
 $    55,500.00  10 % 0 % 0 % 
 $    55,500.01  0 % 0 % 0 % 
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Tax filer 

  Must not be claimed as a dependent on another return 

  Must not be a full-time student 

  Must have positive tax liability 

Contribution - qualified retirement savings account 

  401(k), 403(b), 457, SIMPLE, SEP 

  Traditional or Roth IRA 

  501(c)(18) 

Other Eligibility Requirements 

Savers Credit, CFS Webinar 9/8/11 
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In 2002, 5.3m of 59m eligible tax filers claimed the credit. 

  Utilization rate (eligible): 9 percent 

  Utilization rate (tax liability): 14 percent  

Hypothesized explanations of low utilization: 

  Low awareness  

  Limited access to employer-based retirement accounts 

  Low interest in retirement products/savings 

Utilization of the Saver’s Credit 

Savers Credit, CFS Webinar 9/8/11 
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• Modifications to the Saver’s Credit 

– Expand the 50% match and income thresholds 

– Make the credit refundable 

– Deposit the credit into the qualified account 

• Or issue a U.S. Savings Bond (Bingaman 2002) 

• Expand the Set of Qualified Accounts 

– Auto-IRAs (Iwry & John 2009) 

– Saver’s Bonus (New America Foundation) 

–  Lifetime Savings Accounts (President’s 2004 Budget) 

Policy Context 

Savers Credit, CFS Webinar 9/8/11 
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1.  Are VITA sites effective outreach points for encouraging 
utilization of the Saver’s Credit?  

2.  How should a larger outreach campaign be designed?  
What challenges will it face?  

3.  What is the potential for a large-scale outreach 
campaign to increase utilization of the Saver’s Credit? 

4.  What factors are most important to VITA clients’ 
decisions about the Saver’s Credit and retirement 
contributions? 

Research Questions 

Savers Credit, CFS Webinar 9/8/11 
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Pilot Demonstration 

•  Intervention 

– Development of a financial product 

– Site-based outreach and marketing 

– Employer-based outreach and marketing 

• Evaluation 
– Process Study: On-site observations, interviews 

– Outcome Study: Focus groups, online survey 

Savers Credit, CFS Webinar 9/8/11 
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• Accountability Minnesota in St. Paul, MN 
– Main office site 

• Campaign for Working Families in Philadelphia, PA 
– Ebenezer Temple Community Center 

Participating VITA Sites 

Savers Credit, CFS Webinar 9/8/11 
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Participant X:  Yes.  
I’m no longer 
working with the 
employer that I did 
have -- I’ve actually 
had three different 
401k’s that I’ve left 
the employers and 
I’ve just taken the 
money out because 
we needed it to just 
scrape by.  

Experience with Retirement Accounts 

0% 

10% 

20% 

30% 

40% 

50% 

60% 

Access to 
employer-based 

accounts 

Experience with 
retirement 
accounts 

Currently own account 
Previously owned account 
No account 
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Retirement saving—desired 
but not the top priority: 

“I guess right now, I just 
think about the present—
just being able to make 
sure, you know, we have a 
roof over our head and food 
on the table and 
everything…  I guess 
retirement just falls towards 
the bottom just because 
there’s so many other things 
I gotta do.” 

Retirement and Non-Retirement Savings 

0% 
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80% 
90% 

Retirement 
contributions 2010 

Non-retirement 
savings 

No savings <$250 
$251-$500 $501-$1,000 
$1,000-$2,000 $2,000+ 
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Awareness of the Saver’s Credit 

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 

The maximum contribution is $1,000 
per individual 

The match rate varies depending on 
income 

There may be taxes or penalties for 
early withdrawals 

Contributions must be put into a 
qualified retirement account 

Have you heard of the Saver's Credit 
before? 

Percent who have heard the information before 
Percent who have heard of the Saver's Credit 
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Participant 1: “$100 of someone else’s dollars is always better than your 
regular old money.” 

Participant 2: “Any of the [match rate] options are good and the more the 
better.” 

Client Preferences for Retirement Accounts 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 

Other 

Ease of setup and maintenance 

The investment options 

The ability to withdraw funds in an 
emergency 

A high matching contribution 

Most important factor in choosing between accounts: 

Savers Credit, CFS Webinar 9/8/11 



Focus Group Findings 

• The match provided by the Saver’s Credit is an attractive 
incentive 

• Clients are wary of withdrawal penalties and other account 
restrictions 

• Clients are interested in retirement savings and the 
Saver’s Credit, but short-term goals are often a higher 
priority.  

• Clients have positive views of VITA programs and trust 
them for advice 
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Process Study 
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Participant X:  This is the perfect time because if you’re going to get a refund --
it’s a good time to put something back and I guess I feel that way because I’m 
55 years old, so that’s all I think about is saving for retirement and making 
sure that I have enough money.  But yes, it’s a good time, you know, because 
what are you going to do with that money? (Minnesota) 

Obstacles: 
1. Many VITA clients do not have a tax liability 

–  Meet eligibility requirements:  94% at AAM sites & 86% at CWF sites 
–  Positive tax liability:  31% at AAM sites & 44% at CWF sites 

2. Too many options may overwhelm clients 
3. The Saver’s Credit’s structure and eligibility rules are complex 
4. The timeline for behavioral change is longer than one visit 
5. Many VITA clients have few non-retirement assets 

Are VITA sites effective outreach points for 
encouraging the Saver’s Credit?  

Savers Credit, CFS Webinar 9/8/11 
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Financial Product: 
•  Establish simple account 
•  Open on-site 
•  Allow sites flexibility to work with bank partners 

Marketing: 
•  Must be efficient to distribute 
•  Centralized outreach on-site 
•  Early outreach and multi-year timeline 

Employer partners 
•  Can be dropped – staff intensive with little payoff 

Lessons for Future Interventions 

Savers Credit, CFS Webinar 9/8/11 
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• Options for a large-scale outreach campaign 
–  Integrate the screening and outreach procedures into the 

tax preparation software and IRS training manual 
– Encourage individual sites to voluntarily implement a 

streamlined version of the pilot demonstration 

• What is the potential for an outreach campaign to increase 
utilization of the Saver’s Credit? 

– Remains unclear  

Potential for a Scalable Intervention 

Savers Credit, CFS Webinar 9/8/11 



Policy Discussion 
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Study Conclusions 

Conclusions: Pilot Demonstration 
1.  Options for large-scale outreach exist, but may have limited impact on 

utilization of the Saver’s Credit 

2.  Encouraging utilization of the Saver’s Credit is dependent on the 
attractiveness of eligible accounts and products 

Conclusions: Saver’s Credit 
1.  The Saver’s Credit has no value for the majority of VITA clients 

2.  Few VITA clients know the Saver’s Credit exists or understand the 
incentive it creates 

3.  The Saver’s Credit is less valuable to households with few existing 
assets 

4.  Clients are interested in retirement savings and matching incentives, but 
short-term savings goals are often a higher priority 
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VITA Outreach Can Support Policy Changes 

• Modifications to the Saver’s Credit 

– Expand the 50% match and income thresholds 

– Make the credit refundable 

– Deposit the credit into the qualified account 

• Or issue a U.S. Savings Bond (Bingaman 2002) 

• Expand the Set of Qualified Accounts 

– Auto-IRAs (Iwry & John 2009) 

– Saver’s Bonus (New America Foundation) 

–  Lifetime Savings Accounts (President’s 2004 Budget) 
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Remaining Research Questions 

1.  How much can a large-scale effort increase Saver’s 
Credit utilization under current policies? 

2.  Are clients aware of exceptions to withdrawal penalties 
and are these exceptions used? 

3.  What are the tradeoffs between match rate and 
withdrawal restrictions? 
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Implications for the VITA Field 
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Encouraging Retirement Savings 
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Overview of Implications for VITA 

Implications for the VITA field through 3issue-
lenses: 

Field	  Issues	   Program	  
Specific	  Issues	  

Client	  Related	  
Issues	  



There are issues unique to the VITA field broadly 
reflected in this study and its outcomes. 

Income limits for receiving VITA services and the low- 
and moderate-income population served is the 
appropriate target for reaching the intend targets of 
the Saver’s Credit with only modest current usage of 
the credit. However: 
  Marketing: Too broad due to the significant 

number of ineligible taxpayers 
  Client Reach: Major difficulty reaching clients prior 

to the tax season 

Field-wide Issues 



Additionally, there are several issues that the 
programs themselves have to deal with that should 
be emphasized when considering the effects of this 
project. 

Logistical and budgetary constraints weigh 
heavily on programs: 
  Uncertainties about tax season resource 

availability may prevents advanced planning 
  Volunteer recruitment starts between October-

December 
  Volunteer training runs November – mid January 

Not all VITA programs operations vary 
  Diverse process-flows for asset building service 

Program-specific Issues 



Training development has a limited reach and 
may not be able to encourage volunteers to promote 
savings or the Saver’s Credit specifically. 
  Complexity of the Saver’s Credit may limit the 

comfort of volunteers to prepare or promote it 
  Volunteers may not be comfortable promoting 

retirement savings to clients with limited resources 
(even those with large anticipated refunds) 

Resource constraints limit the ability for 
programs to engage partners not already offering 
services through their sites.    

Program-specific Issues (cont.) 



Resource constraints and training capacity may also 
limit the ability for programs to engage partners 
not already offering services through or in connection 
to their sites. 
  Recruitment of employer and financial partners is 

very resource intensive 
  New partners may create unwanted competition 

with existing products or services 
  Training of recruited partners should be better 

streamlined with program/volunteer training to 
avoid significant duplication of efforts but may not 
be possible 

Program-specific Issues (cont.) 



Unique challenges arise specific to the population of 
VITA clients in connections to retirement savings 
access and desirability. Among them: 
  Clients may not be receptive to the products 

currently available or may lack access to 
products made available. ChexSystems remains a 
significant access issue, and mistrust of financial 
products could be high. 

  Precautionary savings takes precedence! The 
number of clients with the long-term savings plans 
or the ability to save long-term is limited.  

  Credit complexity inhibits clients from being 
able to predict whether they will benefit. 

Client-oriented Issues 



What are the key policy issues facing VITA programs 
to encourage retirement savings using the Saver’s 
Credit? 
  Nonrefundable 
  Withdrawal penalties and short-term savings needs 
  Constraints from eligibility determinations 
  Program diversity 

Policy Implications 



Supporting legislative reforms currently 
proposed by NCTC external partners: 
  Saver’s Credit reform (CFED) – Refundable 

portion, Match incentive 
  Saver’s Bonus (New America Foundation) – 

Expands to other savings needs (short-term 
precautionary, college), Match incentive 

Developing standard trainings, market materials, 
and VITA-tailored retirement products 
  Retirement Savings and Saver’s Credit training for 

volunteers (NCTC Online University) 
  E*TRADE Project and efforts to pilot a national 

product 

How is NCTC addressing these implications? 



Option 1:Reform the Saver’s 
Credit 

Saver’s Credit Expansion: 
  Introduced and supported 

by CFED 
  Provides a 50% match on 

deposits to qualified 
retirement accounts up to 
$500/filer 
  Match can be directly 

deposited into the 
qualifying account 
through IRS Form 8888 

  Household eligibility limit 
increased to $65,000 

Two Legislative Proposals 

Option 2 – Design a new 
credit 

Saver’s Bonus: 
  Introduced and supported 

by the New America 
Foundation 

  Expands qualifying 
accounts to include 
precautionary savings 
(short-term), retirement 
accounts, and college 
savings (529 plans) 

  1-to-1 dollar match through 
tax filings up to $500/year 
directly deposited to the 
designated account 

  Accounts could be opened 
through tax returns 



Contact Information 

Jackie Lynn Coleman 
Senior Director, NCTC 

312-630-0261 
jlcoleman@tax-coalition.org 
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Na4onal	  Partnerships,	  	  
IRS/SPEC	  
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Stakeholder Partnerships, Education & 
Communication (SPEC) 

•  SPEC is the Outreach and Education arm of the 
Wage and Investment Division of the IRS 

•  SPEC partners with community based 
organizations to gain access and provide service to 
lower income, elderly, disabled, Native Americans, 
non-English speaking and rural populations. 

•  SPEC manages the Volunteer Income Tax 
Assistance (VITA) and Tax Counseling for the 
Elderly (TCE) free tax preparation programs 

3 
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 SPEC Results for 2011 Filing Season 

•  More than 3.1 million free federal tax returns filed 

•  Over 2 million state returns were filed 

•  Achieved a 94.2% electronic filing rate for these returns 

•  More than 12,000 free sites available 

•  88,000+ volunteers working together to help their 
communities 

•  Over 3.7 billion in tax refunds at the federal level alone 

6 



Savers Credit - Eligibility 

•  If you make eligible contributions to certain eligible 
retirement plans or to an individual retirement 
arrangement (IRA), you may be able to take a tax 
credit.  

•  If you are eligible for the credit, your credit rate can 
be as low as 10% or as high as 50%, depending 
on your adjusted gross income. The lower your 
income, the higher the credit rate; your credit rate 
also depends on your filing status. These two 
factors will determine the maximum credit you may 
be allowed to take.  

•  You may be able to take a credit of up to $1,000 or 
up to $2,000 if filing jointly.  



Cost of Living Adjustments – Savers Credit 

•  The Internal Revenue Service announced October 20, 
2011 cost of living adjustments affecting dollar limitations 
for retirement-related items for Tax Year 2012  

•  The AGI limit for the saver’s credit (also known as the 
retirement savings contributions credit) for low-and 
moderate-income workers is  
–  $57,500 for married couples filing jointly, up from 

$56,500 in 2011;  
–  $43,125 for heads of household, up from $42,375; 

and  
–  $28,750 for married individuals filing separately and 

for singles, up from $28,250.  



Saver’s Credit Income Increase 



What is SPEC Doing with VITA to Promote  
The Saver’s Credit? 

•  SPEC is aware of the underutilization of the 
Saver’s Credit: 

–  Increased Outreach to partners 
–  Created Publication 4703 – “Retirement Savings 

Contributions Credit” 
–  Issued Quality Alert to VITA Volunteers 
–  Emphasis Volunteers to Look at Box 12 on W-2’s  
–  Added Additional Information in Training Guides 
–  Utilize Publication 590,  ”Individual Retirement 

Arrangements (IRAs)” 
–  Review Form 8880, “Credit for Qualified Retirement 

Savings Contributions” 



Retirement Savings Contributions Credit  

IRS 
Publication 

4703 



 Market for Free Tax Services is Substantial 



 What is Free Assisted  
Self-Service Tax Preparation 

•  Similar to other forms of assisted self-service (e.g. gas station, grocery 
store) 

•  Taxpayers input their own return data 
–  Taxpayers use interview-based software  
–  Certified volunteers are available at all times 
–  Basic VITA is minimum volunteer certification 

•  Computers can be set up: 
–  As a stand-alone model; or 
–  At an existing VITA site to increase capacity at peak times 

•  Taxpayers utilize online software provided by members of the Free File 
Alliance  
–  H&R Block 
–  Intuit (TurboTax) 
–  TaxSlayer 
–  TaxAct 



What is Virtual VITA/TCE? 

•  Two organizations partner through the incorporation 
of two components:  
–  Intake site  

•  Located in hard to reach areas or areas lacking necessary resources for the 
traditional model   

•  Taxpayer completes Intake/Interview and Quality Review Sheet  
•  TP provides all the source documents needed to complete an accurate tax 

return  
•  Uncertified Intake volunteers will fax, e-mail or mail copies of the taxpayer’s 

documents to the Preparation Site 
–  Preparation site 

•  Staffed with IRS certified volunteers 
•  Communicates directly with the taxpayer while completing the tax return 
•  Preparation site volunteers will fax, e-mail or mail the completed tax return  

back to the taxpayer for review 
•  A certified volunteer will quality review the tax return while communicating 

directly with the taxpayer. 

•  SPEC advocates new methods for return prep  
–  Video Conferencing- SKYPE 
–  More traditional technology- fax, email 



Current Asset Building Strategies 

 Tax Refund Savings Opportunities:  

 Free Tax Filing Assistance 
 Direct Deposit 
 Split Refunds 
 Savings Bonds  
 Prepaid Cards 



Contact Information 

Richard Keeling 
Senior Tax Analyst, National Partnerships 

404-338-8814 
richard.keeling@irs.gov 

partner@irs.gov 

Thank you!!! 
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December Webinar 
Tuesday, December  

1pm – 2pm CDT / 2pm – 3pm EDT 

Public Libraries as Financial Literacy 
Providers 

Kristin Eschenfelder, UW-Madison 

For more information on the 2011 CFS 
Webinar Series: http://cfs.wisc.edu 


